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And he has a hunch that so many fruits will definitely produce a kind of
crazy sex, and then he will definitely not be able to bear it and go crazy.
So he took a deep breath and quickly calmed himself down, then chose two,
gathered ten fruits, and prepared and swallowed them all.
He remembered Huangpu Dao saying that in the secret realm, the limit that
humans can bear is ten fruits.
Once it exceeds ten, it is no longer useful.
And it can even bring bad effects.
However, even so, no one has ever swallowed ten fruits in the secret realm
in history. The highest record before was the Tianjue of Killing the
Heavenly Sect. The Tianjue of the year also defeated the heroes and
achieved seven. Fruits. So a great achievement has been achieved.
Originally, the Whampoa Road expected him, as long as he can swallow
five fruits, that is already very good.
But now Lin Ziming not only got five fruits early, but also overfulfilled the
task.
What is in front of him now is a large piece of fruit!
Those on earth who were watching the live broadcast were stunned after
seeing this scene.
Especially those hidden world powerhouses who have been to the secret
realm, seeing this large piece of fruit, all of them are jealous. They were in
the secret realm back then, but they have never received so many fruits!
At this moment, they could say that they had a very strong jealousy towards
Lin Ziming. Even many warriors in China couldn’t help but produce envy,
jealousy and hatred at this moment.
However, just when they were all curious about what Lin Ziming would do,
all of a sudden, the live broadcast picture suddenly disappeared.
It turned into a black screen, and then on the computer, there was a reminder
that the live broadcast ended.
As a result, many people suddenly started jumping and cursing.
But no matter how they coaxed, the live broadcast website was unresponsive,
and it didn’t take long for the website to disappear and disappear, and the
same URL can no longer be logged in.
In one of the places on earth.
“Princess, why did you cut off the live broadcast? Don’t let them see what
Lin Ziming will do next?”
A man wearing armor, at least two meters tall, Kong Wu is powerful, his
eyes are showing a kind of orange pupils, which looks particularly terrifying.
Especially the breath radiating from his body is more powerful than human
beings.
But even such a powerful person, he is also respectfully facing a woman in
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front of him.
There is a veil on this woman’s face, making it impossible to see her
appearance, but from her figure, voice, and temperament, it can be judged
that this must be a beauty who is all over the country.
I saw the woman faintly said: “The next thing, there is no need to broadcast
it to them, but I am more curious. What Lin Ziming will choose is to follow
Huangpu Dao’s words, just swallowing ten fruits is enough. , Or is it more
ambitious?”
The corners of her mouth rose slightly, revealing an intriguing expression,
obviously interested in this matter.
The strong man in armor, after hearing this sentence, he also became very
curious about Lin Ziming. He didn’t understand why a small figure in the
world would attract the princess’s attention?
For the princess, all people on the earth are ants.
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